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Abstract: Remote sensing involves collection and interpretation of information about an object, area or event without any physical
contact with the object. All earth surfaces features which include minerals, vegetation, dry soil, water and snow have unique spectral
reflectance signatures. These spectral signatures vary over the range of wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum and these all large
number of signatures is correctly identified with hyperspectral images. Accurate classification of hyperspectral image is an evolving
field in now days. In this section we give a wide outline of existing methodologies focused around supervised, unsupervised and semisupervised hyperspectal image classification methods and some well known applications of hypergraph.
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1. Introduction
Hypersspectral images composed of a very large number
spectral channel which ranges from visible to infrared
spectrum. Remote sensing involves measurement of energy in
various parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. Hyperspectral
images has crucial role in remote sensing as spectral bands
are in rich information which is helpful to classify the
spectrally similar objects. Following are the some well
known applications of hyperspectral imaging.
• Ecological science: Hyperspectral images are used to
estimate biomass, biodiversity or to study land cover
changes.
• Geological science. It is possible to recover
physicochemical mineral properties such as composition
and abundance and to detect soil properties including
moisture, organic content, and salinity etc.
• Hydrological science. Hyperspectral imagery is used to
determine changes in wetland characteristics Water quality,
estuarine environments and coastal zones can be analyzed
as well.
• Precision agriculture. Hyperspectral data are used to
classify agricultural classes and to extract nitrogen content
for the purpose of precision agriculture. And can be also
used to identify vegetation species study plant canopy
chemistry.
• Military applications. The rich spectral spatial information
can be used for target detection [1]. Classification in
remote sensing mainly deals with clustering of the pixels of
an image to a set of classes such that pixels in the same
class are having similar properties.
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Based on the use of training sample image classification can
be done into supervised, unsupervised and semisupervised
manner. In Unsupervised classification, grouping of pixels is
done on basis of unlabeled data. The supervised
classification process involves grouping of samples of known
labels to assign unclassified pixels to one of several
informational classes on the basis of available labeled data.
Supervised method performs the steps such as feature
extraction, training and labeling processes. In semisupervised
classification conducted in the presence of labeled and
unlabeled data.
Due to following issue hyperspectral image classification
becomes a challenging task
1. Curse of dimensionality
2. Few labeled samples
3. The spatial variability of the spectral signature
4. Exploring Spatial correlation among pixels
5. Adding contextual information along with spectral
information during classification
Vital issues that will surely drive future research on
classification methods in the context of hyperspectral images
are listed above. In this letter, we essentially intend to
research how observational various classification techniques
which are based on use of training samples during
classification. The remaining of the paper is sorted out as:
section II depicts some well known techniques which are fall
under the categorization of supervised, unsupervised and
semisupervised classification techniques and last part gives
some well known applications of hypergraph. At long last,
Section III concludes the survey.
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2. Literature Review
All The literature review of hyperspectral image
classification fall under three categories supervised
hyperspectal image classification, unsupervised hyperspectal
image classification, semisupervised hyperspectal image
classification to handle the various issues which are faced
while classifying hyperspectral images such as large number
of spectral channels, acquisition of labeled data etc. The task
of acquisition of labeled data is time consuming and costly.
And last part of this section introduces the some well known
applications of hypergraph.
2.1 Supervised Classification Methods to Hyperspectral
Image Classification
Bands are selected using mutual information (MI). Mutual
information term calculate the statistical dependence between
two random variable form which it easy to understand
relevance of that particular band to classification. Those most
relevant bands are selected for further analysis of image
which in turns handles the issue of high dimensionality [1].
Supervised Kernel nonparametric weighted feature extraction
(KNWFE) method is proposed in [2] to extract the relevant
features. This method combines kernel methods and
nonparametric weighted feature extraction method to possess
both linear and nonlinear transformation.
In [4] supervised method based on a stochastic minimum
spanning forest (MSF) approach to classify hyperspectral
data is proposed. In this method a pixel wise classification is
first performed on hyperspectal image .From this
classification map, marker maps are created with random
selection of pixels and labeling them as markers for the
purpose building of MSFs. MSF is built from each of the
marker maps and final classification map generated with a
maximum vote decision rule.
As these methods fall under supervised category they make
use of only labeled data to train the classifier and in case of
hyperspectral images label data is a very few and obtaining
labeled data is more time consuming and costly. So research
goes towards such methods which will conduct hyperspectral
image classification under a very few training samples or
absence of samples
2.2 Unsupervised
Classification
Hyperspectral Image Classification

Methods

to

In [5] unsupervised method based on fuzzy approach which
uses linear 1-D discrete wavelet transform (DWT) for
reducing dimensionality of hyperspectral data. In this
approach segmentation of hyperspectral images by applying
fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering as well as its extended
version Gustafson–Kessel clustering (GKC). Image
categorization is done with the help of hypergraph partition
[6]. Hypergraph has advantages over simple graph. Complex
relationship between unlabeled is represented with help of
hypergraph.
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Figure 1: Image categorization by hypergraph partition [6]
In this procedure unsupervised method is conducted to select
the Region of Interests (ROIs) of the unlabeled images.
Based on the appearance and shape descriptors extracted
from the ROIs to measure two types of similarities between
images from which two kinds of hyper edges are formed and
compute their corresponding weights based on these two
kinds of similarities, respectively. In this way relationships
among three or more images described, besides the merits of
shape and appearance characteristics are incorporated
naturally to boost the clustering performance.
As discussed above all the unsupervised methods are
insensitive to the number of labeled data since these methods
work on the whole image, but the relationship between
clusters and classes is not guaranteed. The use of semisupervised classifiers e in these situations can help to
improve the classification accuracy.
2.3 Semisupervised
Classification
Hyperspectral Image Classification

Methods

to

In semi-supervised methods the algorithm is provided with
some available labeled data in addition with unlabeled data.
In literature three different classes of semi-supervised
learning algorithm s are introduced
1. Generative models-In these types of algorithm conditional
density p(x|y) (e.g. expectation maximization (EM)
algorithms with finite mixture models are calculated.
2. Low density separation –These algorithms, maximize the
hyperplane between labeled and unlabeled samples
simultaneously (e.g. Transductive SVM [7]).
3. Graph-based methods-Each sample spreads its label
information to its neighbors until a global stable state is
achieved on the whole data set.
Semisupervised version of neural network introduced to
overcome limitations of TSVM such as falling under local
minima by adding a regularizer to the loss function which
issued for training neural networks [8].
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Semisupervised version of conditional random field (CRF)
graph structure and higher order potentials, which can model
complex relationship of hyperspectral images, along with
piecewise training model to train the sample data is
introduced in [9].

image classification method. In this method spatial context is
introduced to handle issues such as large numbers of spectral
channels and lack of labels. Hypergraph is constructed using
two hyperedges feature based and spatial based hyperedge.
To get final classification result semisupervised learning is
carried over constructed hypergrah [10].

R. Ji et al. proposed spectral-spatial constraint hyperspectral

Figure 2: Flowchart for spectral-spatial constraint hyperspectral image classification method
• Construction of hyperegde in feature space:
To construct hyperedge in feature space the pixels which are
close to each other in feature space are connected to form
hyperedge .This closeness is measured in distance metric.
The pixels with small distance are considered as close to
each other. The pixels which are close to each other has same
label. The process of constructing feature based hyperedge is
shown in following figure.

Figure 3: Construction of hyperedge in feature space [10]
In fig 3 the blue-green pixel is the centroid, and its five
yellow colored pixels are neighbors. From these selected
pixels hyperedge is constructed by connecting six pixels.
• Construction of hyperedge in spatial space: The hyperedge
in spatial space is constructed by each pixel making each
pixel as centroid and its spatial neighbors.Fig 4 shows the
four types spatial based hyperedge.

Figure 3: Construction of hyperedge in spatial space [10]
The blue green pixel is the centroid, and it connects yellow
pixels its spatial-based. Four types of hyperedes are
constructed having 4, 8, 12, 24 spatial neighbors. In this way,
both the feature and the spatial information of hyperspectral
image can be concurrently considered and semisupervised
learning method is conducted over constructed hypergraph to
get precise hyperspectral image classification.
The improvement in this method required as system neglect
the some pixels for the purpose of reduction in computational
burden. Yue Gao et al. [11] proposed the improved version
of hypergraph construction performed in two steps. At first
simple graph constructed and unsupervised learning
conducted over simple graph to identify grouping relation
while in second step hypergraph constructed from previous
step and semisupervised learning conducted to achieve
desired classification result.
2.4 Applications of hypergraph
Hypergraph constructed to represent the complex
relationship in various applications. This large extent use of
hypergraph has shown the importance in hyperspectral image
classification. This section introduced some well known
application where hypergraph provides better way to model
the relationship.
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A transductive learning framework for image retrieval in
which images are taken as vertices in a weighted hypergraph
and the image search task is formulated as the problem of
hypergraph ranking in [12]. Based on the similarity matrix
computed from various feature descriptors, each image
represented as a ‘centroid’ vertex and a hyperedge is formed
by a centroid and its k-nearest neighbors. Probabilistic
hypergraph is also proposed, which presents not only whether
a vertex vi belongs to a hyperedge ej , but also the probability
that vi Є ej. In this way, both the higher order grouping
information and the local relationship between vertices
within each hyperedge are described. In this way, the task of
content based image retrieval with relevance feedback is
converted to a transductive learning problem which can be
solved by the hypergraph ranking algorithm.
In [13], to estimate relevance user tagged images tags and
visual characteristics are simultaneously exploited. The
learning is conducted through constructing hypergraph of
social images. In this hypergraph vertices represent images
and hyperedges represent visual or textual terms. a relevance
learning procedure is performed on the hypergraph structure
where a set of pseudo-relevant samples are employed.
Learning not only estimate the relevance scores among
images but also the weights of hyperedges. By using the
learning of hyperedge weights, the effects of uninformative
tags and visual words can be minimized.
Two challenges confronts during music recommendation :(a)
There are many different types of objects and relations in
music social communities, which makes it difficult to
develop a unified framework taking into account all objects
and relations. (b) In these communities, some relations other
than pairwise relation. hypergraph is constructed to model
the various objects and relations, and music recommendation
considered as a ranking problem on this hypergraph in [14].
In [15], 3-D Object Retrieval and Recognition can be
achieved through hypergraph construction and analyzing the
that hypergraph. Multiple hypergraphs for a set of 3-D
objects based on their 2-D views are constructed. In these
hypergraphs, each vertex is an object, and each edge is a
cluster of views. Therefore, an edge connects multiple
vertices. It explores the higher order relationship among 3-D
objects. Here, the higher order relationship of objects is
encoded in the hypergraph structure, i.e., the connection of
each edge to multiple vertices.

3. Conclusion
Remote sensing is becoming promising research field in
current days. Hyperspectral classification become promising
task because of some challenging task like Curse of
dimensionality, Few labeled samples, the spatial variability
of the spectral signature, exploring Spatial correlation among
pixels and adding contextual information along with spectral
information during classification. This letter gives some well
known techniques based on how training samples are used to
classify the hyperspectral data. Future research will be in
direction of constructing hypergraph and conducting learning
on hypergraph to get final classification results.
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